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WINTER FORMAL TONIGHT

pacific jtweeklq

CHRISTMAS
FORMAL
9 to 1

Tonight Pacific, en masse, will
stage its annual Winter Formal
in the Civic Auditorium from 9
until 1.
Vol. 42.
C. 0. P. — S. J. C., STOCKTON, CALIF.
December 5, 1947—No. 11
The event will take on a new
significance since the women stu
dents have offered to sacrifice
the wearing of a real corsage to
wear an inexpensive imitation so
that the money ordinarily spent
A campus wide vote of women's houses and sororities has
for flowers can be donated to the
given unanimous backing to the substitution of "Food Flow
WSSF.
ers" for traditional Winter Formal corsages tonight.
GALLAGHER
PERMANENT BENEFIT
The theme" for the affair will
Religious Emphasis Week, be
Instead of ordering elaborate floral pieces, men students
be the Starlit Hour. Hank Gal
ginning Sunday and lasting thru
are asked only to purchase the simple replica of a corsage,
lagher and his orchestra will play.
the 14th, synchronizes with the
thus assuring a permanent benefit from their money through
Advent season this year and ac
Gallagher played at the 1942
the channels of world student relief, rather than an invest
jroRTLESS EDDIE, the out- cordingly special plans have been
Mardi Gras and has played en
ment due to wilt and fade within 24 hours. "$5.00 worth of
iding back in Northern Cali- adopted.
gagements at the Claremont
concentrated food stuffs will save a life today" say overseas
iia chosen by the Football
Hotel in Oakland and at UC in
The Week officially opens with
relief agents.
ters of this region. For more a concert Sunday evening at 8
Berkeley.
$1 MINIMUM
Eddie see Lew's Views.
o'clock at the Central Methodist
Featured vocalists will be Don
Selling to the men at a minimum of $1.00 (where else can
Church. The church choir will
Griffin who sang with Tex Beneyou get a corsage so cheaply?), the beribboned cardboard
present a program of Christmas
ke and Bob Yules, novelty singer.
tokens are available all day today in the Main Hall of the
music under the direction of Pro
Administration building, and at the auditorium tonight.
Trombone artist Wally Wells
fessor David Lawson.
"Only those with real live flowers will be conspicuous
was formerly with Jack Teatonight!" emphasizes Student Body Prexy Daren McGavren.
During the week seven speak
garden. Bob Kinney, pianist, was
HARD TO BELIEVE it is but ers will be present on campus to
Catching like wildfire, the idea of the novel corsages has
maestro for his own outfit at UC
did you know that other colleges give talks and conduct discus
completely taken ahold of the COP-SJC campus, and promises
before joining Gallagher.
aside from COP are plagued with sions.
to be one of the most significant activities yet attempted by
ADMISSION
the smoking problems and plaint
the Pacific Student Association.
Dr. Harold Case of Pasadena
One PSA card per couple will
ive gripes from frustrated smok will speak at Tuesday chapel and
MONEY FOR WSSF
be
required for admission. Bids
ers? ? ? the old argument that Thursday assembly. He will also
Money obtained through the sales will be sent directly
will be given out at the door.
smoking should be permitted on speak at two vesper services on
to the World Student Service Fund which distributes food,
Gene Mortarotti is the general
campus because the other schools
medical and scholastic supplies directly to university students
(Continued on page 2)
chairman for the dance. Other
allow it ,even the state schools,
in Europe and Asia, irregardless of political affiliation, re
committee members are: Nancie
is not valid now, —witness the
ligion or race. An organ of UNESCO, and sponsored in the
Harrold and Jean Gallagher, dec
following quoted from the FSC
USA by the National Student Association, WSSF is the only
orations; Beverly Ball, bids, and
Collegian—
agency which gives American students opportunity to share
Walt
Pinska, chaperones.
with fellows abroad.
"CAMPUS SMOKING
Even then, American students raise only half of the world
Tuesday at 11:40 there will
HABITS CURBED BY HEALTH
budget for university relief, while Denmark and Sweden, re
be a street rally in front of the
HORACE HEIDT
COMMITTEE
cently occupied by the Germans, have a higher per capita
• . . the committee has decided Cub house to send off the Vars
SHOW
FEATURES
contribution than do the richest student body in the world.
that college students should re ity for the Grape Bowl game
PACIFICITES
COP's main WSSF drive will come in the spring semester,
turn to the practices set by the Saturday, December 13, at
when each student will be contacted for his contribution.
California State Law. The only Lodi.
Tonight and tomorrow Pacific
sections of the main building in
talent will head Fresno way to
which smoking will be permitted
appear with Horace Heidt in his
are the corridors upstairs on the
stage show.
east and west side. Students are
The offer for participation
requested to make use of the re
came following auditions Wednes
ceptacles."
day night before Heidt's talent
IF YOU ARE one of those de
scout Allan Bode.
votees of the slippery sticks, toThose selected are: Daren Mc
wit, a skier, tryouts for the ski
Gavren, The Midnighters, Bob
team will take place at Mount
and Art Corra, Don Ratto, John
°se this weekend. Where's
Mortarotti, Leighton Edelman
• ount Rose? Oh Yes, that's in
and Barbara Mills.
evada around Reno way . . .
Ratto will go down tonight to
fe your nearest service station
sing in the 7:30 and 10:30 show.
°r roadmap service.
The remainder of the talent will
go down tomorrow. Edelman will
IIPE, OUCH, no thanks!—even
conduct Heidt's orchestra on a
we weren't working on New
musical arrangement of his own.
J'a's daV $3.60 a crack would
Featured vocalists will be Mc
oo big a chunk for us to get
ar°und. That's what
Gavren, The Midnighters, Bar
the
lte for tickets to the Raisin
bara Mills and Don Ratto. The
B
Corra Brothers will play the acpo
i
be,
with
or
without
PSA Cards.
cordian, and Mortarotti will play
the violin.
Jf^R RUMOR says that
On these weekend shows Pacif
UiS ^rmstrong in the Bay
Area
ic
talent will compete with acts
0
we
ust
anothe" ^'
j
might have
from Fresno State and the win
z Concent, if the student* '
ners will be selected by audience
and ifWouW Pay 50c admission
applause. The four best acts will
f°r it ihere is enough demand
appear over the initial broadcast
of Horace Heidt's new radio show
PlainItHAPS SOMEONE can exSunday
evening at 7:30 over
US
Wh
y
the
slow in
. .
Library is so
KNBC.
tact th tn0tUying stucients °t the
out ana ^ey ^ave overdue books
would they please rertiit"
plaigin-' P^Ple have been comlapse <• -° us that there is
the (]at °Ur to six days from
tlle notif
. l)00ks are due till
i^stmaw lcati°n of such fact is
^ t0 the student . . .
°f fines ,Us that if the purpose The traditional Fresno State-COP Bell shown in the possession of the 'raiders', who prematurally
Tonight at 8
(rw»to enc°urage the re- lifted the Bell from the Fresno State Campus prior to the Big Game festivities. The Symbol of Vic
vcontinued on page 3)
tory is now officially in the hands of the College.

Xmas Concert
To Commence
R. E. Week

"FOOD FLOWERS"FOR FORMAL

ORKBITS

GRAPE BOWL
RALLY TUESDAY

WE'VE HAD IT; WE'VE GOT IT

HOOPSTERS
vs.
ALUMNI
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Debaters
journey to
Santa Barbara

Dr. Harold Case

Plans for Network operatic
between Western Colleges ha
ing IBS stations was discussc
at a recent IBS conference at tl
Stockton Hotel. Bob Holmes w;
named as Western Network Re
ional Representative.
Arrangements are being mac
for network operation betwee
IBS stations at Stanford, g
Mary's, University of San Frai
cisco, and Humbolt. College o
the Pacific will be key station i
the network. According to u
McClarty, KAEO station mana
ger, the IBS network now has re
porters in Paris, Rome, London
and Vienna who will short-wavi
news features for the Pacific sta
tion.
The conference was headed by
David Linton, program director
for IBS. In conjunction with the
COP Radio Workshop, he is instigating an immediate trading of
programs through transcriptions
on the Western Network. A week
ly news-letter will be published
for all the IBS stations on the
Western Network. Intercolleg
iate Debates between radio sta
tions is being instigated.
Stations participating in the
radio debates include those at
Yale, Harvard, Columbia and
Stanford.
Honors were conferred on both
Pacific Radio Workshop and Bob
Holmes when Pacific was select
ed as Regional Headquarters of
the Western Network. Holmes
was elected as Western Network
Regional Representative of IBS.

For the first time this year Pa
cific's debate team will have a
chance to uphold their champion;
Published every Friday during the College year by the Pacific Student Asso ship established last year.
ciation. Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, at the Post Office,
The squad will go to Santa Bar
Stockton, California, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
..Associate Editor bara to participate in the Western
Charles Orr..
..Sports Editor Speech Association Orientation
Lew Welch..
Jackie Case
Society Editor
Dorothy Eaton
News Editor Forensics Tournament this Fri
Willa MacDonald
~
Feature Editor day and Saturday.
Les Abbott
!
Radio-Drama Editoi
Marvin Marganti
Exchange Editor
Approximately forty colleges
and universities all over the west
1
coast will join in the question of
Pics for Yearbook
"Should a Federal World Govern
ment be established."
Student tickets for the Utah Will Be Taken
Besides entering debate, stu
State—C.O.P. football game
dents will enter the extemporan
will go on sale today for $1.25 Starting Monday
eous contests with the general
PLUS A STUDENT BODY
Beginning on Monday, and con subject of "World Problems."
CARD. Tickets will be for a
tinuing throughout next week,
reserved section —not a re
Along with coaches John Fan- R. E. Week1
Naranjados will again be sold.
served seat. All tickets will
At the same place students may ucchi, E. S. Betz, Charles Guss;
(Continued from Page 1)
have to be purchased by to
pick up their tickets for individ seventeen masters will match
morrow. Tickets will be on sale
wits with numerous other debate Tuesday and Wednesday evenings
ual pictures.
in the gymnasium ticket office.
Portraits will be taken of both teams. These students are: Man in Morris Chapel.
BOB MONAGAN
February and June Senior and uel Furtado, Mary Spanos, Har
Discussions, guided by Case,
Sophomore graduating classes, old Blamburg, Pat Corwin, Aud are being sponsored by the SCA
also individual pictures of all rey Beam, Marian Simpson, Ro in Anderson Hall at 4:15 p. m.
IMPORTANT
students in the following living bert Blakley, Wilma Anderson, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thurs
Pick up Picture Tickets in groups: Sororities, Alpha Thete, Marvin McDow, Ed Morrison,
day. Quiet moments of meditation
Main Hall of Ad. Building next Epsilon, T. IT., Zeta Phi; Frater Richard Gibson, Ralph Pederson, will be held four mornings at
George
Stokes,
Robert
McConweek.
nities, Archania, Omega Phi,
7:30 in Morris Chapel.
All Graduates
$1.00
Rhizomia; and the following nell, Clifton Greene, Ted Schumway
and
Robert
Pitman.
Two workshops to discuss prac
Living Groups
75
dorms, South Hall, West Hall,
tical procedures will be held in
Next week and again after and North Hall.
Christmas.
All individual pictures will be VETERAN'S CLUB Room 101, R. E. Building at 8
p. m. on Tuesday and Wednesday.
taken down town at Bob's Studio;
The Christian Service group will
but the student must first pre GIVES PLAQUE .
Patronize Our Advertisers
be in charge.
sent a regulation ticket that he
will pick up at the booth in the
Members of the 1946 Veteran's
Other guests on the campus for
Main Hall.
Club have purchased a bronze the week will be Dr. Ronald
LATEST DISC-HITS
Tickets for all graduation por plaque to be presented to College Bridges, president of the Pacific
traits will be $1.00, and for indi of the Pacific Thursday in honor School of Religion in Berkeley;
vidual living group pictures will of the war dead.
James H. Corson of the Modesto
be 75c. These tickets will be sold
Daren McGavren will introduce City Schools; Malcolm Carpenter
all next week, and again after a veteran who will in turn pre of San Jose State College SCA;
Radios and Phonographs
Christmas.
sent the plaque to President Ro Mrs. D. K. Bruner, writer and edi
•
The following courses are of
bert E. Burns.
tor; Rev. Melvin Wheatley of
Let us supply you with all
fered
in connection with the
the
Central
Methodist
Church
and
The families and friends of the
your musical needs.
Death Valley trip to take place
Rev.
Curtis
R.
Nims
of
the
First
deceased
are
cordially
invited
to
The Rally Committee needs
during the spring vacation.
10 new members for the Spring attend the dedication program. Baptist Church.
JOHNNY CALVIN
Botany 104, Natural Science
Semester. Leave your name in
House meetings of living 112, Chemistry 114, and Geology
2016 Pacific Avenue
the P.S.A. office next week.
groups will be -given over to a 114.
discussion of the theme of the
Dr. Jonte says, "Students who
Week; "Values for Survival."
expect to earn units on the trip
June Ann Hoffman, Editor-in-Chief
James R. Morrison, Allen Woodall
Nanci Rinehart

Harry Hammer, Business Manager
Faculty Advisors
Chairman of Publications

GRAPE BOWL

i

C. O. P. Key Station
On IBS Network

RECORDS

COURSES OFFERED
FOR DEATH VALLEY

HELP

TURNER'S
offers you

should include one of the above
courses when they register in the
next two weeks. It would be ad
visable to check with the instruc
tor of the desired course to be
sure that pre-requisites have
been met."

NEWS BRIEF"juVfA AATfrt/V* U

"tUfi wAfurW&J
Ut,
AM

The first in a series of concerts
by the Conservatory Trio will be
presented Sunday at 3:00. The
trio consists of Horace I. Brown
as violinist, Alix Einert Brown,
cellist, and Edward Shadbolt!
He went to see his litle sweetie,
pianist.
She pulled down the shade.
The program will consist of
They sat upon the piano bench,
compositions by Beethoven and
And played, and played, and
Arensky.

played.

with

SKI CLOTHING
for men and women

WILSON SKI BOOTS
for men and women

Just Received

Spalding White Bucks
Crepe Soles

Spalding Brown Loafers

Wo/id

Most All Sizes

11*45
other ski boots up to $45

E* mass b
Weber and American

GIRLS

DIAL 4-4651

SPORT SHOP
Hotel Stockton Building
129 E. Weber Avenue
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PREMIERE
TONIGHT

YMCA-YWCA Regional Asilomar Conf.
Slated for Fire-Days, Dec. 27-Jan. 2

With 25 students already registered for the Christmas time
conference, the YMCA-YWCA regional Asilomar will probably be
attended by a record crowd of COP-SJC students. Held at the as
CURTAIN
sembly grounds directly on the shore of the picturesque Monterey
peninsula, ASILOMAR will cover the five day period between De
AT 8:15
cember 27 and January 2.
"THE GLASS MENAGERIE"
An opportunity to examineeby Tenessee Williams will present such concerns as international
its western non-professional pre relations, economic justice, racial
miere tonight at 8:15 in the Pa discrimination, civil rights, and
cific Little Theatre.
genuine Christian community,
The Pulitzer Prize winning the conference is open to all col
Where is Wichita University?
play will star four Pacific favor lege students in California, Ari
Why, in Wichita, Kansas. Who is
ites: Doris Blum, George Toma- zona, Nevada and Hawaii.
its football coach? Why Ralph
jan in his last role for Pacific,
"A necessary and vital part of
Shirley Frost, and Byron Meyer. every college student's life" say ! Graham. Who is it? Why, it's
the football team that the com
Scenes from the play are por many faculty members of COP j
mittee, growing a little desperate
trayed—upper left, Shirley and of the Asilomar gathering.
after
SFU and Utah had refused
Byron; lower, Shirley and Doris.
Among leadership this year j their kind invitation, ask down
An epic of the depression, a will be COP's Malcolm Moule, As-1 to play College of the Pacific in
phantasy of melancholia, Wil sociate Professor of Political Sci-1 the Fresno Rasin Bowl on New
liam's play depicts the life of ence who will be responsible for Years day.
four characters in a futile battle the seminar on the United Na
The Shockers, as they are
against poverty.
tions; Walter Muelder, Dean of
The production will be present the Boston School of Theology; quaintly called, have rolled over
such formidible opposition as
ed four times, tonight, tomorrow Martin Hall, world traveler, edu
Warrnesburg, Bradley Tech,
night and Thursday, December 11 cator, journalist, and popular lec
turer; and Leila Anderson, Execu Drake, Abilene Christian, Flag
and Friday, December 12.
Tickets are on sale at the Little tive Elect of the National Student staff, St. Louis, and Colorado Col
lege.
Theatre Box Office. Orchestra, YWCA.
They were edged out by the
A counseling bureau, through
$1.50; Dress Circle, $1.50 and the
which opportunities will be made poyerhouse of Utah State, Tulsa,
Balcony 75c.
available for vocational and per and Miami of Ohio. They finished
sonality tests, will operate at the roaring second in the strong Mis
conference, as well as a recrea souri Valley Conference.
The Shochers verses the Ben
tion program including badmin
ton, tennis, swimming, hikes and gals on January first (at threescenic trips, and shuffle board. sixty a throw) in the Fresno
Application for attendance may Raisin Bowl!
now be made through the SCA
He—"You used to say there was
office. The registration fee of $9
is due by December 10. Total cost something about me that you
will be $30. Limited loan funds couldn't help but love."
She—"But it's all spent now."
are available.

The Low Down
On Wichita

• ORRBITS

(Continued from Page 1)

y

K

le

ji

jj

,
;

;

turning of books so that they
may be available for use then
this delay in notifying students
is defeating the purpose of returning the books for use and is
also placing somewhat of a fin
ancial pinch on students who in
many cases are on very limited I
income.
IT PROBABLY wouldn't be
possible for the library to check
their book lists the first thing
the morning after the books are
due and see that notices were in
the mail by noon of that day? ?
mayhap some students could be
employed for special work along
this line if the staff is too busy?
• ? or if it is merely a question
of revenue then perhaps a rental
fee could be charged by the hour, j
day, or week for all books taken I
out;

CAGERS
VS.
U. C.

TOROIM

BUS TRAVEL MADE
MORE REFRESHING
BY STOP FOR COKE
Doctor: "How is the boy who

"You simply have to hand it to
Alfred!"
"Why?"
Nurse: "No change yet, doc
"Well, he's so shy and back
tor."
ward."

swallowed the half dollar?"

SERVING PACIFIC

TED'S

NIGHT

«^

BOOKS

MEAT MARKET
DIAL 8-8628

434 E. WEBER AVE.
107 N. AMERICAN ST.

PHONE 7-7452

for Christr
'OOKS GIFT WRAPPE
MailED

WITHOUT CHA

MILLER-HAYS CO.
PLEASE return

•
0pen

empty bottles promptly

Evenings till 9:0<

•

Plumbing With A Smile

1 bookmari

Serving College of the Pacific

Pacific Avenue
Dial 9-9805

Grant at Weber Avenue

! iRIHftmH

BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF STOCKTON, LTD.
Dial 2-0229

O 1947, Tha Coca-Colo Company
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SYLVIA AND WE\
ARE BETROTHED

FRANCES TO WED
PHILIP BUSH
A gold covered box of candy
topped with a cluster of garnet
bows and yellow chrysanthe
mums was passed at Tau Kappa
Kappa, revealing the engagement
of Frances Mack to Philip Bush.
Frances is the daughter of Mrs.
Lorraine C. Mack of Stockton and
Mr. C. E. Mack of Sacramento.

FRANCES

a poem read by Mrs. Forkner
house mother of the Pacific C0^
' operative, announced the engage
ment of Sylvia Austin to Wesley
jOsman at the November 25
I Thanksgiving dinner.

!

Sally and John
General Chairman Ceceila Cas Wed in Spring

ZETA PHI DANCE
SATURDAY NIGHT

ey announced that Saturday, De
cember 6, Zeta Phi will hold their
winter formal from 9-12 at their
house.
"Christmas Dreaming" is the
theme of the dance, decorations
being under the supervision of
Josephine Gardella and Nellie
Tupper.
Jayne Anderson is in charge
of refreshments, Bonnie McKenzie, music; and Doris Cummings,
bids.
Patrons and Patronesses will
be Mr. and Mrs. Welch, Dorothy
Gelatt and guest, Miss Flaa
house mother.

Philip is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Sibley Bush of Stockton.
Both have attended the local
schools and will graduate with
teaching credentials in June.
Philip, a member of Omega Phi
Alpha, spent three years in the
army.

NEWS BRIEF—
The Newman Club Choir, or
ganized in October, will present a
program of Christmas carols at
the Newman Club meeting to be
held Tuesday, December 16, in
Anderson Hall.

Miss Beverly Carlson
Weds Robert Brune
West Hall's announcement that
Beverly Carlson was married to
Robert Brune in November, was
a surprise to her dormitory
friends.
Beverly is a junior in COP, ma
joring in elementary education
and comes from Kingsburg, Cali
fornia.
Bob is a sophomore at the Uni
versity of California at Davis,
studying to be a veterinarian. He
comes from Dinuba.

Sally Fenton of Alpha Theta
Tau announced her engagement
to John Bauman in passing a five
pound box of candy to her soror
ity sisters on November 20.

SALLY

EPSILON DANCE
A "SHIPWRECK"

• Selective timing meter designates your
individual waving time.
• Longer lasting. No test curls.
• No strong chemicals.
• Leaves your hair naturally SOFT and

LA BELLE BEAUTY SALON
330 W. HARDING WAY

SYLVIA

Saturday night, December 6,
Epsilon Lambda Sigma will spon
sor an informal dance in their
house. The theme of the dance,
under the management of Joyce
Lewis, will be "Shipwreck."
General chairman for the dance
is Nancy Nichols, food, Roma
Porter; Music, Barbara Ellis, Bids
Nanci Rinehart; and Chaperone,
Colleen Looney.
The "Shipwreck" will last from
eight until twelve.

Sorority-Fraternity
Exchange Dinners
The first in a series of ex
change dinners was held last
night at Rho Lambda Phi and
Alpha Theta Tau. After last
nights affair the two groups met
at Alpha Thete for a joint meet
ing.
The Exchange dinners will be
held between the three sororities
and Rhizomia. Present plans set
the day as Thursday and the time
from six until eight.

names of the two on them.

Sylvia is a senior in the Relig
ious Education Department. She
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
[Lloyd Austin of Placerville, Cali
fornia.
Wes, a junior, is a sociology
major with plans to be a minister.
He is the son of Mr. Ella R. OsSally is the daughter of Mr.
jman of Long Beach.
Copart
Club
Meet
and Mrs. Clinton Fenton of Rio
Wedding plans are for the sum
Vista. She is an English major
The next meeting of the Copart
mer.
and will graduate in January.
Club (COP art club) will be held
John, a former student of COP Monday at 8:00 P. M. in Room
and a member of Rho Lambda 221 in Weber Hall. Art majors
Phi, graduates from the Univers and other students interested are COP Delegation
ity of Southern California in invited to attend.
Invited to
June. He is majoring in zoology
"Plans for joining a national World Wide Conf.
and working for his laboratory art society will be discussed fur
technologist rating. He is the son ther", states .Herbert Hart, presi
A College of the Pacific dele
of Mr. and Mrs. John Bauman of dent.
gation to the world wide conferMarysville.
Hart also said that, "The club , ence of the Student Volunteer
The couple plan for a spring was organized for the purpose of | Movement at the University of
wedding, but the date has not yet fostering a greater interest in | Kansas this Christmas vacation
been set.
art among college students is to be sponsored financially by
through field trips, group pro | interested sources. All students
wishing to participate are urged
The Master Builder jects, and social activities."
to apply through Dr. Colliver in
[ the Chapel building or Mrs. McBy Studio Theater
A Cappella Tour
Curdy at the SCA office.
The College of the Pacific |
Henrik Ibsen's "The Master
An interdenominational organ
Builder" will be presented in the A Cappella Choir is scheduled
Studio Theatre on December 16, to appear at the Sacramento ization to stimulate interest in
17, and 18th with Jack McBade Civic Auditorium, December fields of Christian service, the
16, on invitation from George | SVM meets once every college
in the title role.
Others in the play, second in a Barr, Director of the Sacra generation for an inspirationa.
series "From Broadway to Ath mento Symphony. They will | conference on a national level.
ens," are Mildred
Griffing, sing three choruses from "The
Top world and United States
Jacquie Meade, Barbara Mills, Messiah", without accompan leadership for platform and semi
Chuck Hoist, Bob McCrary, and iment. Professor Russell Bod- nar groups has been secured, inFred Schadler. "The Master Build ley will conduct.
eluding John R. Mott, founder m
er" is being directer by Jack L.
the World Student Christian FedHughes.
I
eration.
NEWMAN CLUB

NEWS BRIEF—

• Scientific accuracy

The announcement was com.
plete with a box of candy ami
autumn leaf-like favors with the

Delta Mu Eta is open to all
girls interested in Home Econom
ics. Their activities consist of
field trips, guest speakers, and
social activities. Rosamond Mey
er is president, and Miss Edna
Gehlken is advisor.

PI KAPPA EPSILSON
Fourteen members were initiat
ed into Pi Kappa Epsilon on
Thursday, November 20. The new
members are: Peggy Kuhns, Phyl
lis Hazlund, Nancy Jordan, Bet
sy Tone, Ilima Kanka, Vera Pivivianni, Barbara Wright, Barbara
Ouston, Louise Munz, Carolyn
Hoar, Sute Gunthrop, Dina Flor,
Barbara Sickenger and Barbara
Cohn.

At the Tuesday meeting of the
Newman Club, a decision was Sixteen to Receive
made to have pins for the mem
Teaching Credential*
bers of the organization. Paul
Petrie is ordering the pins next
The School of Education an
week and pointed out that all nounces that sixteen students y/f
members should notify him soon receive their teaching credentials
in order to obtain one.
at the end of this semester.
Plans of the group breakfast
Those completing the requirewere concluded. All members
must notify Amos Gardner by ] ments for the General Elemen
next Tuesday in order to be in tary Credentials are: Pat Alex
cluded. The breakfast is to be ander, Dorothy Ballinger, Shirley
held December 14 at Old St. Brown, Dorothy Gelatt, Joycee
Ridley, Martha Scott and Ju"
Mary's Hall.
Jillson.
The following will receive the
Note from teacher on Mary's
report card "Good worker, intelli General Secondary CredentialSibley Bush, George Fowler, Joe
gent, but talks too much."
Note from Mary's father to Loftus, James Long, Doris Marsh,
teacher: "You should meet her Herbert Meyer, Charles SchifE
mother."
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CAGERS WIN OPENER
33-0 ROUT—

Tigers Whip
Senators 46-43

CUBS WIN
FINAL GO

Quintet Meets Gal
In Bear Gym Sat.

JAYCEES MURDER
HAPLESS PLACER

The Tiger quintet got off with
a roar last Tuesday night when
they defeated the highly favored
Sacramento Senators in one of
the most thrilling games seen in
years.
The capacity crowd was virtual
By NORMAN BITTER
ly on its feet throughout the en
tire game as the score see-sawed
Coach Van Sweet's Stockton
from team to team. The Senators,
Junior College Cubs play their
fresh from a 53 to 48 victory
second basketball game in three
over California, were never more
days when they meet the Berkel
than six points ahead and were
ey YMCA tomorrow night in the
forced all the way by the faster
Pacific Gymnasium.
and shorter Bengals. Still it
The Berkeley "Y" cagers are
seemed that it would be only a
coached by Bob Bell, a former
matter of time for every one
COP student. Bell played on last
knew that we should not have
year's football squad under Amos
been in the same room with the
Alonzo Stagg. They have already
semi-pro cagers from the Capi
met two formidabe opponents—
tol city—that is everyone knew
Modesto JC, and San Francisco
except Kjeldsen's supposedly out
CAME CLOSE
State College, losing both con
classed five.
Strangely enough, it was the tests.
visitors who made the first ser
FINAL MINUTES FURIOUS
Sweet has expressed consistent
ious threat of scoring in the open
The last three minutes decided
ing minutes of the contest. Tak optimism over his squad's show
the game. The score stood 43 to
ing the opening kick-off, Placer ing during the final week of
42 with the Senators leading. Bud
marched to the Stockton 20, be warm-up work. He gave special
Proulx sank a free throw, tying
fore the local's defense could stif praise to the offensive improve
the game. The Senators took the
fen sufficiently. Despite all this, ment of Leighton, Pierce, and
ball out and proceeded down the
only a missed pass by Placer's Bob Thomas, a newcomer to the
court—and then Proulx came
left end, Leo Quinn in the Stock team. He also noted superior de
again. He intercepted a Senator
pass and roared down under the
ton end zone prevented a touch fensive work by Monnich and Filbin.
down.
basket tallying the crucial two
Since the Cubs are not meeting
points with only a minute and a
From this point the Cubs drove
half remaining. The Tigers then
relentlessly for their first tally, a junior college team, Coach
froze the ball. Ortez was fouled
culminating the 80-yard drive Sweet will be able to use Howard
Roy Kirstine is shown making a sizeable gain on the endand sank the charity toss to end
with a Heath-to-Barbaccia touch Pierce, Don Kent, and Wes Mil
around play that the Tigers have used in the last few games.
the scoring 46 to 43. The gun
down pass. Minutes later Russ ler, three reserves who are inel
Roy picked up twenty yards against Fresno on the above play.
went off seconds later.
Overaeker marked up the Jaycees igible for conference competition
second TD on a beautifully exe until next semester.
KJELDSEN PLEASED
cuted slant off his own
Coach Chris Kjeldsen was
Mike Monnich, Jack Pierce,
tackle.
very pleased with the showing
Filbin, John McCandBEAUTIFUL catch
By NORMAN BITTER
scoring chance when—with four his boys made and had a great
and Bob Thomas compose
The rout gained in proportion
deal of praise for all of the six
minutes remaining in the halfstarting line-up.
The College of Pacific Tigers
when Smith made a finger-tip
men who were in action. The very
Fresno gambled and lost on
captured all the glory that be
catch of another Jack Heath
fourth down pass from her 28- few substitutions used in the
longs
to the winner of a time"us running the half time score
yard line. On the first ensuing game speaks well for the condi
honored football classic, when
to 21-0 as Stockdale made good
scrimmage play, LeBaron passed tioning of the squad, the Tiger
they overwhelmed the Fresno
e third straight conversion.
to big John Rohde in the end mentor stated. He was especially
Bulldogs 47-22 on the Baxter turf
With Coach Stagnaro constantzone. After missing the first two pleased with the excellence of
in their traditional grid battle
ju2ghng the line-up in the sec
attempts, Hardin then kicked the ball handling and aggressive
After much debating the Shock November 21.
ond half the Cubs still managed
first of five straight conversions. play that was shown, and stated
Push across two more scores ers from Wichita. Kansas were LeBARON TO HECK
that in view of the fact that it
The locals began the second
chosen as the rival for the Tigers
one by Kramer and another
was
the first game of the season
Though the spotlight of star half much as left off, when they
a dazzlmg piece of open.fiel(J run. in the Raisin Bowl on Jan. 1.
that both departments far over
dom
again
fell
upon
that
passing
drove
77
yards
in
11
plays
for
y Ed Barakatt. Eddie's
The University of Utah was or combo of LeBaron-to-Heck, which their fourth marker. A LeBaron- reached his expectations.
var?
^nrd jaunt included two
iginally chosen by the board at tallied four touchdowns, every
SENATORS BEAT CAL
to-Heck aerial was good for 35
is of fieid and was ri ht Fresno, but refused to play be one of the fighting Bengals yards
The Senators were no mean op
and
set
up
Orvis's
touch
fu
position
having returned from a
cause
of
lack
of
opposition.
Now
the
most
br
offerio
iBiant
played a champion's role in bring down jaunt around left end.
offensive
Piay of the evenj
victory over Cal. and Nevada U.,
that seems to be a strange state ing the CCAA Conference title
and possessing approximately a
minef1" m3de a final and deter- ment.
home. Franceschini and Cathcart GUARD SCORES
the
™arch toward Pay dirt in
The naming of Wichita was a stood out brightly in the forward
Only three minutes and ten three inch advantage in height
Period S? moments of the last disappointment at first, but a look wall, while little Bruce Orvis was seconds later the Tigers scored over the Bengals. Sacramento is
the American Basketball
pIunges of William at their record will show that
Clark pT
again the workhorse of a strong again after Gambetta's intercep
League
which boasts of teams
the brunt3^ fullback who bore they should give us a rough go.
tion of Carter's pass had given
running attack.
such as Bittners, Phillips Oilers,
the sinRle-wing at- In the first place, the first four
tack no •
them
the
ball
on
the
Fresno
sev
The Bulldogs proved to be a
in 2
led the visitors t0 with- men in total offense in the Mo. worthy foe by thwarting three en-yard line.
Again Bob Heck and 20th Century Fox. The vic
Vard
yards of the goal. Here the Valley Conference are the four drives by the Tigers during the was on the receiving end of Le- tory at this stage of the season
has no little prestege value and
its Vaunt^a^ Wal1 again showed men in the Shocker backfield. first period. But with Orvis slant-! Baron's touchdown toss,
could
indicate a very successful
Placer cofd.
by stoPPing Secondly, the team is second in ing off his own left tackle with
The Bengals wound up their
season.
the nation in total offense.
only 40 seconds gone in the sec scoring with two more Heck
g lin6-"PJ[ockte
n
They lost only one conference ond quarter, the Bengals gained touchdowns resulting from "Ex TONIGHT AND SATURDAY
5Ptaii*
.lclt finodu.
POS.
Placer
The Bengals will be seen in ac
SAcdtke
IE
—....Leo Quinn game and that one to Tulsa 7-0. a lead they never relinquished. cellent Eddie's" passes. The last
?°n W.SR3?
I- T WS Iliam Clancy
tion
again tonight when they
LG..
{•'» ft™
John Mahan However, it is hard to know just Wayne Hardin's conversion at of these was surely good for 83 meet the alumni in a practice go.
what kind of competition they tempt went wide.
yards, and the pass actually trav Saturday night the quintet will
were up against just by looking
elled 60 yards in the air.
meet the University of California
HECK
AGAIN
Ed Ju,ler
Qg-Don Halverstadt at the statistics. One think is
at the Bear gym which will fea
Fresno
finally
showed
some
Touchdown
number
two
came
Ila
A
GeorS"2
T.'
m
,
' All known for certain however, and
ge Burget
Jop Tappero
5„
after Heck had returned Pereira's offensive strength in the final ture Andy Wolf and most of the
FB
—
William Clark that is that Utah State defeated
other mainstays of last year's
them. We meet Utah State on the punt to the COP 38 and LeBaron minutes of play when they scored
wf,erIVIETEBR FELL
13th of this month in the Lodi spotted him perfectly with a pass three quick touchdowns and a team.
The Cal. game will be a thrill
and lakes vf
,wn from rivers Grape Bowl. A good indication of over center. Heck gathered it in safety against the Tiger reserves.
er from the opening gun and
when
y a'r waves created
The
publicized
passing
of
Fresno
on
the
Bulldog
40
and
went
the
•
strength can be derived from that
a
quarterback, Montgomery, paid could go either way. Although
beria in 190? meteor struck Si- game. Let's not get over-confi remaining distance untouched.
(Continued on Page 6)
off
at last, but too late.
The
Tigers
gained
their
third
dent,
'
By NORMAN BITTER
The Stockton Junior College
Cubs rang out a very successful
season on a happy not here Sat
urday evening, November 22, by
scoring a lop-sided 33-0 victory
over hapless Placer JC.
For the locals it was their sec
ond straight rousing win, and
they thus gained lone possession
of second place in the final stand
ings of the Northern California
Junior College Conference's "A"
Division. It was also sweet re
venge for Coaches Stagnaro and
Mason as well as sevefal veter
ans of last year's Juco squad. For
the Auburn eleven was the only
team to defeat the mighty Cubs
of '46.

Cubs Host <Y' In
JC Cage Opener

BENGALS BULLDOZE BULLDOGS

Wichita vs. COP
In Raisin Bowl

;n .

&-
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-a K' leges. Russian and American re- Casaba Opener
the bowl games. We
r^nlVT Ilations were discussed, they said
(Continued from Page 5)
Well it's all over but the shou g
EX
- L/UiVl aiiu That soon therefore to be the Bears will be favor«i to c«ry
defeafr_but we don't
more discussion groups.
^ a little
_
off ^
the ^
laurels,
sharpen
Bob Wilson reported that a j
[Z about that one-and ^"'recognition from the large newsthe eyes on the free t rov
KAEO—9:00
^ to be a few writers that
meeting of the Publications Com- ^ couW easily move the Tiger sanies. It took a long time to gain
At the Monday night meeting of mittee has shown much better
^ ,nto the winning slot Th
syndicates, but RfnoTiTean
Uceman, and that some of
Ex Committee, Jean Grosbach, lo results with regard to the Pacific Bpngals
only 12 out ^
will admit that COP does "ZT themselves in any league.
. . , on our squad can han
they verified the above
cal W.S.S.F. President, announced Weekly.
charity tosses last
6 When the all-Coast seiecticns ca
RVe
an.Coast team,
that
tnai the
uie decisions of the houses on
Ralph Guild announced that
is the chart of the Sena{Qr the Lodi game are ^ game wlth the first string statement. Eddie LeBar^f^nited Press all school secampus was to set the corsage
all-Coast on the INS picks. The
price minimum at 51 lor/he.C°vTr $1.25 and should be•P^^sted iine-uP for the contest tomorrow He was first string all- o
lection. Eddie made secondI stringa
and last but far
He -gS ,»*«•
night.
fn6 Winter W— ™jfore
tow tomorrow. »
Associated Press gave him hon
^ outstanding back in
will be presented wiui a »v . * t h a t another Jazz Band Concert
from being least, /R R Rall Writers of this region. That's
MI that he has contributed might be appreciated by the stu- COP
FG FT PTS Northern California by the I ootDan
outstanding back.
dents,
and
submitted
the
name
of
9
to the W.S.S.F.
5
2
St not the outstanding ^r'enSke tn
^ of ^
Louis
Armstrong.
]
Pfister
0 12
Student affairs investigation
6
?£, means to. *
Scot., Johnny Graves,
Dean
Betz
spoke
to
the>
group>
McWil
4
0
regarding the cost of music in the
2
Jackie Jensen of Cal., Hermweoe
y
^ sophomore. We were
on the 6-4-4 plan. He asks that, Guilfo.
7
3
dining hall, revealed thecost
2
and George Quist. That s qmte a
Eddie doesn't deany
student
with
questions
about
Levy
11
3
S505 The cost includes the u
4
very pleased and a little surpns
^ ^ ^ wouldn-t. be
3
speakers and amplifiers. Sugges- the plan turn them in to him for Proul
1
1
serve the rating, but because we
^ chronicle mentioned
•*
—,
tions for raising the sum were consideration.
noticed.
Incidently,
the
first ti
^ h-m as the "outstanding
discussed in the meeting, ow .
17 12 46
Eddie's amazing: abilities^they r
^ a great big bay you have
er, nothing definite has been de
SENATORS
quarterback
in
the
Bay
Area
"Buy More
2 12
5
cided.
Grandma!
Tiger given honors. Francischini,
0
0
0
Pledge letters of $4 are being Use More"
LeBaron was not the
y
Virion to LeBaron on the UP
7
3
2
sent to the various organizations
Rhode and Orvis were chosen hi addi ^
^ ^ ^ pCL
Students of the College of the
2
0
1
on campus to help If*J**®*
little
all-Coast
^cti°ns.
That
orable
mention
on the same
hon
1 13
6
cost of the new bulletin board to Pacific and the Stockton Junior
College
are
urged
to
"Buy
Mor
5
1
2
be erected in front of the Cub
-Use More" Christmas Seals.
2
0
1
House.
~ nf tViocp m(
2
0
1
Manuel Furtado and MaojJSJJ
™ ^"health Take possible
—
—
next year.
season and the credit is due to
7 43
18
£ight against tu"
All in all it has been a g
in-the-mouth squad and molded
the Western Congress of Col-, bercuiosj
the coaching staff who took a
spirit on the field and in
a championship team out of them.
America. The boys
practice would be the envy of any coach m A ^ ^ & ^
worked and loved it. That is
Y
win. Siemerat USE, all the material in R world^mdjm
doff our chaing deserves morecreditth
homore team with two more
peau. And remember that it is aSopho ^ ^
we could
made

srsisi £ sirsi-^- -

as seen in

S
Sthen€topntVeearms in th4 nation. Think I'll hang around
and see.

—

FINAL J C SATISTICS
s

&L, »

i

Softly, the circle is complete.
Trudy Hall circles your waist
with gold kid above a
whirling circle-skirt. Fine
Rayon Faille* in blue, pink,
green and black.
k

Sizes 7 to 15.

amassed a total offense of 1763
yards while holding its opponents
Though he failed to tally in the
to 1199 yards. The Cubs rushed
final two contests, George Burfor 1185 yards and passed for
get became the official scoring
578 yards. The combined opposi
leader of the Stockton Junior
tion found the Cub pass defense
College Cubs with a total of 30
vulnerable for 624 yards and was
points from five touchdowns.
able to succeed on the ground for
Four Juco gridders tied for the 576 yards.
runner-up spot—Gaedtke, Moser,
The Cubs out first-downed
Barakatt and Barbaccia. They
their challengers 75 to 57. They
each are credited with two touch
presented an enviable record 01
downs. Stockdale's accumulated
four won, two lost, and one tied
10 points, all gained by the con
in league play. A victory over in
version route, was the third high
dependent St. Marys J. V. brings
est total. Others figuring in local
scoring for the season are Stev the over-all season record to
ens, Ayres, Smith, Overacker and 5-2-1. Stockton outscored her com
Kramer—each of whom has six bined foes nearly two to one,
118-69.
points.
Though Coach Stagnaro .fol
Final tabulations show that
lowed
the principle of choosing
Coach Gene Stagnaro's squad
a new captain for each game, tltf
honorary title was bestowed upon
right tackle, Phil Tippet, by »
Prompt, Expert
majority vote of the squad.
REPAIR SERVICE
By NORMAN RITTER

Guaranteed
DIAMONDS
Distinctive, Dependable

HOOPSTERS

WATCHES
For You at

VS.

PESGE & CO.
JEWELERS
EVERIZED SHRUNK

124 E. Main St.

5-5312

ALUMNI
Tonight at 8

Your Favorite
Campus Footwear

a/itticjo

2009 PACIFIC AVE.

333

E.

MAIN ST.

(Open Mon. Ere. Till 9 P. M.)

MAURICE'S SHOES
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Gold Cup Award
For Packages
Sent Overseas
A bay

area critic has a perhance tor cleaning out his office
^rawer and discovering interest
ing morsels of past drama and
radio events. While I've neither
, . desk 0r the remembrances of
oast radio and drama events, I'm
taking from my imaginary desk
potpourri of entertainment
items.
For fine listening on the cam
pus station, KAEO, you might
listen to "Chapel Chimes" at 7:45
p m. Sunday evenings. "Chimes"
is produced by Mary Spanos and
the script is very well read by
Byron Meyer. One of the pro
gram's outstanding features is
the "Pacific Four" quartet which
is composed of singers Clarence
Dudley, Jon Pearce, Chuck Mon
roe, and Milton Dick. These boys
have really fine voices and com
bine excellently as a quartet.
Bob Holmes produces "Views
on the News," a excellent Public
Service program using a similar
format to that of the University
of Chicago Round-Table. The "ex
perts" are Drs. Jacoby, Hunt,
Nietman, and Jantzen. Each week
they read reports as they come
off the news wire and then ana
lyze and interpret the news on the
spot. Informative and timely, the
professors make "Views on the
News" a witty and intelligent ap
proach to the news at it happens.

A gold loving cup to be award
ed during the next semester to
the outstanding group sending
overseas packages has just been
promised by the PSA. Presentaion will come at an event to be
announced later.
Word has also been released
that postage on all overseas pack
ages mailed from the COP cam
pus will be paid by a special fund
put at the disposal of the student
body by Barthol Pearce of the
Foods Processing Office.
All receipts of packages mail
ed submitted by groups to Walt
Pinska at Omega Phi will there
fore not only be accredited on
the thermometer indicator out
side of the Cub House, but will
have a refund of postage expen
ditures from this central fund.
With Christmas approaching,
it is more than ever essential that
clothing and food packages con
tinue to be shipped. It is possible
to weigh them in at the Book
Store, 22 pounds limit for all
countries except France and Italy
which place it at 14, and after
filling out customs declarations
and postal tags, to place them
by the mail box where they will
be picked up for downtown mail
ing.
Chairmen of relief activities
within campus groups may ob
tain further information from
Pinska, or the bulletin attached
to the Cub House display. Boxes
and tags are obtainable in unlim
ited quantities at the SCA.

"Us Again" isn't at all on a
par with "Views on the News".
Produced by Jerry Mullins and
The first thing needed to make
written by Gene McCabe and
a
dream
come true is to wake up.
Mullins, this show features John
nie Graves and Patty Lou Peters.
Johnnie and Patty Lou strive
valiantly to overcome a format
Special Gifts
that is too cute and wears thin
for
over a period of fifteen minutes.
The show, however, has good pos
Special People
sibilities and has been improving.
Not many people know it, but
the PSA really did a good turn the
other day. Seems that some of
Pacific's talent took itself up to
Oak Knoll hospital and gave a
variety show before the veterans.
Entertaining the disabled veter
ans were Ralph Guild, Johnnie
raves, The Midnighters, Leigh°n Edleman and his Dixieland
azz Band, Patty Jane Peel, and
rti-an<? Bob Corra- Personally,
nk it was a really fine idea!

for Christmas at

Walter's
House of Gifts
2119 Pacific Ave.

Ed McClarty, station manager
NAEO, the campus station,
uid Hke to know whether cams students would like to hear
„ ~° °wn Pacific basketball
ac*cast: on the campus
stnf68
so' let McClarty know
at tL°nCampus station.
,r
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EDITORIAL
SEAT CUSHIONS FOR $3.60
Announced this week was the opponent of the College of
the Pacific Tigers for the contest in the Raisin Bowl New
Year's Day. The Tigers will meet the University of Wichita
"Shockers".
This announcement comes as somewhat of a shock to
most Pacificites who have been led to believe that we would
play the University of Utah, Champions of the Big Seven
Conference. According to the Fresno Junior Chamber of
Commerce officials connected with the bowl enterprise
the University of Utah turned down the invitation.
Leonard Pennario, brilliantly
gifted virtuoso of the piano, will
be the second attraction in the
Stockton Music Series, next Tues
day at 8:30 P. M. in the Stockton
High School Auditorium.
Regular season tickets are be
ing sold at $9.68. Rates are $5.00.

Biggest squawk as far as the supporters of the Tiger
Team are concerned is the fact that tickets for the game
will cost them $3.60 per copy with no reduction for PSA
Cards. The Raisin Bowl is admittedly one of the minor
bowl games, and strictly a commercial enterprise. It seems
that the price of $3.60 is pretty steep when one considers
that the tickets for the biggest bowl game, that of the Rose
Bowl in Pasadena, go for about $5.50
Also, students of the winning team on the Pacific Coast
are granted reductions in rates to tickets for the game.

One of the more telling blows
It seems fair to assume that with the seat price so high
to the "new look" was dealt by a
cartoonist at the University of for the average student there will not be a very large repre
Syracuse. One male observed sentation of student rooters present for the game.
loudly to another as a long-skirt
We think that the Pacific Tigers and the Pacific Rooters
ed coed passed, "Well there goes
deserve a better deal than they are getting.
another bow-legged one!"

CASUAL
COATS
The

new fall

and

winter

coats are here in time for a
full season's wear. Box type,

Dial 2-2112

casuals and belted models.
All

new wool materials in

pastels,

brown,

navy

and

gray.

Sizes for misses and juniors

3495 3950 4050

Let's Meet at
THIRD FLOOR
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6-4-4 PROPOSAL
UP FOR YOUR •R1TICISM
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I

Y
Ittiai
1 phi
(Third in a series of articles I pic
|Arc
on 6-4-4)
I for
College of the Pacific students j pencils and COP Stationery' are
I was
m
.Un
m r i n o
.
*
K i•
Qtatinn KAhU
lwei
will pre-regisier for the spring being given by Station KAEO
Proposals for reorganization 0j
I pic!
semester. December 8th to 20th during their current three week
the
student body under the 644 I Phi
contest.
Inclusive.
plan fall into three groups: (p lth
College of the Pacific students
Contestants are asked to sub
Separation of the College of the Ipai
who need to take courses in the mit to the college station a list
idea? Have you seen those ties Pacific student body from the X:
Stockton Junior College must list of three suggestions for the im
at 2105 Pacific Avenue^ Yo Junior College; (2) Division with, Ida)
prove ment of programming. POCKETS FOR YOUR TOES,
those needs on the Junior C ullt
i
. Yet! Stockings? No. Ank should! (What's more they start in the Junior College; and (31
forms to be procured from Col Ideas for Improved sport, music,
Federation of the three levels in I vva
lege of the Pacific Department news, and variety shows and for lets? No. What then? A long, as low as $1.50 .. . thru $5.00)
the two colleges.
Chairman, sometime prior to De the improvement of the general woolen nitie of blue-and-white or
I rev
cember 12th. This direction is Im operation of KAEO will be judged pink-and-white checkered flan- 1928 PACIFIC AVE.
I we
. That's the address of your SEPARATION
portant since Junior College class The three best lists of each week nette. White, quilted collar and
Plan one suggests complete Ar
enrollments are made up as of will entitle the contestants to re white, quilted patch pockets . . . favorite Miracle Mile fountain
that Date December 12th!
THE DELTA. How about a separation of the two student Ivoi
ceive prizes of either Sheaffer for your hands. But underneath
O. H. Ritter. Chairman. Depart Fine-Line Pencils or COP Station the hemline ... two huge pockets hamburger and a coke after the groups and the organization 0! I die
two Associated Student Bodies, jbri
ment of Business Administration, ery. The stationery is being given to slip your feet into on cold, win show tonite? See you there!
This would result in a division I he
will meet with majors for group to the studio by the College Book ter nites. The label's a Loungein all student body activities: ath
counselling (and to give out J. C. Store.
gown by Paula . . - the prices THE WELCOME MAT'S OUT
letics, dramatics, publications, Idi:
at
JOHNNY
CALVIN'S
new
Class enrollment forms and sign
only
$4.95
...
the
stores
THE
Details of the contest have been
College of the Pacific registration announced for the past week over BROWN HOUSE, 1700 Pacific music shoppee. The new address forensics, Student Christian As Ith
books) December 9th Tuesday, the PA system. Special five min Avenue (in the Young Moderns
official as of Monday mte . . . sociation, music, social events and
at 1:30 P. M.. 2nd floor of SCA ute programs between classes Room). Ask Mrs. Tully to show is 2001 Pacific Avenue. The new honorary organizations.
stock of fine records includes
Administration Bldg.
them to you.
were aired from KAEO.
Christmas albums and singles ga OPPOSE SPLIT
Other Department Chairman
The contest is part of a cam CASHMERES
Opponents of the split, point to
lore. First, the albums . . . Bing
will counsel Individually with
palgn
by
the
KAEO
staff
to
pub
.
.
.
Ski-types
.
.
.
Jantzen's
the
years of successful adminisCrosby
and
the
Andrew
Sisters
students during the regular of
fice hours listed on their office licizc the campus station. Head Catalina's . . . pastels . . . bright doing carolling . . . Lionel Barry- tration of the present joint stu
more telling the story of Scrooge dent body. It is argued that split
Bulletin Boards, or by appoint Ing the group of publicizers are reds and greens ... all white
Daren McGavern, Ed McClarty, beige . . . grey. Fellas, youve in a Christmas Carol . . . Fibber ting into two student bodies j
ment.
Johnnie Graves, and Patty Lou guessed right. JOHN BALL'S of McGee and Molly and The Night would weaken both. Many stu
fering you his unparalleled range Before Christmas. Something dents enroll in the junior college
Peters.
LOST AND FOUND
of men's sweaters. Take your new on the singles ... all of the because of its relationships to
choice of style, color and price old favorite Yuletide music with College of the Pacific and they
. . from $5.95 to $20.00. Come an arrangement of organ and would not approve of an organ
Eleanor Mark's Winston Diction Abbott Produces
in this week and make that gift chimes . . . they're Lola's favor ization which divorced them com
ary
"Night Must Fair'
selection ... only two more weeks ites . . . ask her to play them pletely from the College of the
Ethics and Social Policy by D
Wllma
Pacific student,
Wilma Walcott.
Walcott, pacinc
siuuem, 0off school
beiore Christmas vaca
SChool before
MacGregor
Pacific.
and Wally Campodonico, former )jon you know. Want another for you.
Black gloves
KEEP PRESENT PSA
Pacific Little Theatre actor, have —
Two print scarfs
CHAPEL CALENDAR
important roles in the Stockton
. Ymiia Pnrtv
Two plans involving a split
One pair of mittens
Community T h e a t r e production & U A A m a s 1 <iriy
within the junior college have
Two glass cases
of "Night Must Fall" on Decern- ( chrlstrnas festivities and spirit
been suggested; one would or
Various pens and pencils.
bcr 10, 11, 12, and 13th at the wju be the theme for the party to
ganize three student bodies at the
Stockton High School Studio morrow night from 8:00 to midthree levels—11 and 12, 13 and 14,
Theatre.
! night at the SCA building. For all
and C. O. P. The other plan calls
DEL DEQUINE
Campodonico will be seen as COP-SJC students, the evening's
for a continuation of the present
.. Emlyn
DMitm YX/uifamc
<•..*> will irtninHo
Hnnpint?. sintzinc,
include dancing,
singing,
P.S.A. and the organization of a
Danny in ilthe
Williams fun
Omega Phi 2-9502
games
and
refreshments.
Jack Atnew government for the 11th and
thriller. Miss Walcott appears as
Your Campus Representative
12th grades. The first of these
Dora Parkoe. Campodonico has water is general chairman of the
appeared in many Pacific Little event.
two suggestions probably should
for
Theatre productions including
be dismissed as having all of the
'Will Shakespeare" and "Arsenic
weaknesses of a split student
A mathematics prof at the Uni
and Old Lace." Miss Walcott was versity of Miami was showing
body multiplied by the establish
seen in the Pacific Summer Thea his class how to use a slide rule.
ment of another unit.
3 to 4 days pick-up and
tre production of "The Note For As an example he solved the ele
The other suggestion would al
Title: "God is no Pushover."
ger." "Night Must Fall" is being mentary problem of 2 times 2.
delivery service
low for the continuation of the
directed by Les Abbott.
The slide rule showed the answer Speaker: Dr. Harold Case, of present organization intact. K
to be 3.999. "I think," he mused,
would result in the 11th and 12th
Pasadena, Calif.
'we'd be safe in calling that 4."
grades becoming a separate unit
as far as social and activity in
BACK-UP
terests are concerned. This woul
result in an extension <»
Stockton
High School to the ne®
I OMNIA
campus. There would be a sph
within the Junior College with a
definite line drawn between the
11th and 12th grades on the 13®
and 14th.
The third proposal is for a Fed
CLOTHIERS FOR MEN
erated
Student Body of the three
Harvey and Joe Chisamore (Owners)
levels, 11 and 12, 13 and 14, an
Dial 3-1270
211 E. Weber Ave. (North of Courthouse)
C.O.P. This would set up °n
government with two or three
units having autonomy in certai
areas.
Students wishing to expres5
opinions
are asked to drop c°
GRAND
ments into the box in front 0
Room 109, Administration Bud
ICE
ing.

KAEO INVITES
Senior College STUDENT
CRITICISM
Pre-Registration
—
| Prizes of Sheaffer Fine-Line

l

COLLEGE CLEANERS

jaijce

TUXEDO'S $50.00

BACK-UP

CREAM

Bock up your wardrobe with
this neat little Joyce. Won
derful for casual or street
clothes. $8.95.

GROCERIES

STUDENTS' HEADQUARTERS

All Joyces soy Joyce.

FOR FOUNTAIN SERVICE

Pacific
2019 PACIFIC AVE.

Avenue
STOCKTON

POULTRY
VEGETABLES
FRUITS
MEATS
CATERING

PHONE 7-7095

Gaia-Delucchi Co.

1928 PACIFIC AVENUE

American and Channel
WE DELIVER DAILY

